
Vision Statement  
  

Vision  
Our vision is for children to be well equipped for the future whatever their vocation. We want them 
to be able to communicate through writing, speaking and listening. We want them to broaden their 
minds through reading, developing a love of literature. We want all our children to enjoy becoming 
as literate as they are able to.  
  

Our Vision for Writing  

  
  
Science investigations, writing                                     Nursery working with older                     Recounts about trips: Visiting the    

observations                                                                     children learning to label                                          seaside  
  

Our vision is for our children to become capable and confident writers who are well equipped for 
their own futures.  We want to ensure children have a love of writing and enjoy creating pieces in a 
number of different genres. We aspire to give them a rich and varied curriculum which provides 
exciting opportunities for all writers to flourish. We want them to think about the many different 
purposes for writing and so we encourage them to do this by, writing short stories, song writing, 
writing to local MP’s, writing prayers to read during masses in the local church etc.  Writing will be 
skilled, creative, fun and purposeful.  
  

                 
       
Prayer petitions to be taken to  Lourdes                       Song writing with local Singer/Song writer                                 Eyfs writing for pleasure  
                                                                                                Joe Hammill  

                                                              
Prayers for our prayer walls                             Contacting our favourite famous                              Sharing our messages for a better world with                                                                                               
authors                                                                           the community  

                    

  

   



                                               

Our Vision for Reading  
  
  

  
Young politicians in the making.                                                  Poetry reading to our friends at the               Reading responses from us   
Sharing our ideas for a better world                                                       Dementia unit                                       favourite authors: Jacqueline Wilson  

  
Our vision is for all children to be competent, enthusiastic readers. We aim to develop children who 
are so enthused by reading. We want enthusiastic readers who choose to pick up a book in their free 
time and become totally absorbed or choose to find and use literature to gain knowledge and 
understanding about the world around them. We want our children to love listening attentively to 
books and be motivated to look at or read them so we will take opportunities to read and share a 
range of books with our children.  We want all children to be able to discuss a range of literature. We 
aim to develop a real interest in a variety of authors and genres. Reading will be pleasurable, 
informative and will develop a creative flair in children.  
  

    
               Celebrating reading achievements                Reading for pleasure during Carlton Outdoor Activities residential    
  
  
  

             
Bringing stories to life                                   Sharing stories with peers                                  Researching   

  

              

        

         



    

Our vision for Speaking and listening  
  
  

  
Retelling stories                                 Discussing the House of Lords with the Baroness of       Vocations Week: Discussing the future with   
                                                                                   Richmond                                                                a wide range of different adults  

  
  
Our vision is for all children to be confident speakers who enjoy conversing. Furthermore, we want 
children to be able to speak clearly and audibly, pronouncing words correctly. We strive to develop 
children so that they can confidently address different people or groups for a range of different 
purposes. We teach and use an extensive vocabulary and want our children to be articulate 
communicators. We aim for all children to be able to listen and carefully and respond appropriately. 
With support we know that they will be able to think of interesting questions with which they can 
build discussions. Communication will be informative, entertaining and purposeful.   
  
  

  
Drama: Acting Scene 1 from                                   Questioning Joshua Beveridge, the                          Daily spontaneous prayers are shared Charlie 

and the Chocolate                                      animations supervisor of Sony Pictures  
Factory                                                                        Image works   
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